Title: A METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR DRIVING AN ELECTRONIC DISPLAY AND A SYSTEM COMPRISING AN ELECTRONIC DISPLAY.

Abstract: A device (B) is described for driving a bistable display (A). The device includes a processor (150) for receiving an input signal indicative for a desired luminance of said at least one pixel. The device also includes a controller (100) for determining a sequence of voltage levels to achieve a transition from a present luminance to the desired luminance. The device further includes a voltage generator (108) for generating the sequence of voltage levels. A portion of the sequence is selected from a plurality of mutually different sequence portions, to achieve mutually different luminance transitions. At least a first and a second of this plurality of sequence portions mutually have a same set of voltage levels and have the voltage levels from that set occurring the same number of times, but have the voltage levels in that set occur in a mutually different order.
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The device according to claim 2, wherein the reset luminance of the reset state is equal to the first or the second luminance to improve the reset performance
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The device according to claim 2, wherein the reset subsequence has a first reset subsequence portion and a second reset subsequence portion, wherein in the first reset subsequence portion on the luminance of the at least one pixel is increased if the estimated present luminance is more than a first threshold lower than an intermediate value and wherein the luminance is decreased if the estimated present luminance is more than a second threshold higher than the intermediate value, and wherein in the second reset subsequence portion on the luminance of the pixel is controlled towards the reset state to avoid visual artifacts by making the reset sequence dependent on the estimated present luminance.
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The device according to claim 1, comprising: a row driver configured to provide a row voltage; a row electrode connected to the row driver; a column driver configured to provide at least three column voltages; a column electrode connected to the column driver; a common electrode driver configured to provide at least two common voltages; a common electrode connected to the common driver; a pixel connected between the column electrode and the common electrode; and a control driver configured to control timing of application of the common voltage levels relative to the common voltage levels to provide N effect pixel voltage levels across the pixels to increase the possibilities to select the voltage difference over the
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